Uses Computer Responses

Operation Match Lights Fuse for Soda! Successes
By CHRISTINE RICHERT
Spartan DaIly Staff Writer
Recipe for social success:
Take a batch of responses by male and
female college students to a questionnaire,
feed them to the complex memory circuits
of an IBM 7090 computer, then stand back
and let electronic magnetism take its course.
All for $3.
This cybernetic approach to college romance is called Operation Match or Compatibility Research Inc.
MECHANIZED BILLING
It is billed as the mechanized way to
find "the date you’ve always wanted." The
operation which began in New England has
come to Bay area campuses, including San
Jose, Berkeley, San Francisco, Foothill, Stanford and San Mateo.

It all started several months ago when
Jeffrey Tarr and Vaughn Morrill III, Harvard juniors, created a questionnaire, rented
a computer and opened for business.
It was sparked when Tarr, a social relations major, began to wonder if modern
science could be used to ease the torture
of that first date.
Soon they incorporated as Compatibility
Research, Inc. and were serving more than
8,000 students at more than 100 New England colleges.
The firm "went national" last summer
with branches spreading west to California
and across the Atlantic to London.
The br ochur e being distributed on
Seventh Street include 70 questions which
deal with such things as sexiness, drinking
habits, religion, and other personal tastes
and traits.

Half of the questionnaire seeks information about the applicant while the other asks
what the respondent considers an ideal date.
What happens to the completed questionnaire? Well, it is computerized at Operation
Match headquarters in San Francisco.
FORM LETTER
The computer weighs each question and
the IBM printer clanks out a form letter,
complete with names of five ideal dates,
plus phone numbers and addresses.
It costs from $50,000 to $100,000 to run
the computer for a few hours, according to
Cap. Weinberger Jr., West Coast director for
Operation Match.
Asked at a recent press conference in
San Francisco, "Are things so bad that young
people need machines to find them dates?"
he replied, "That’s not the idea. The purpose

of the operation is research. Information
gathered is helpful to psychology majors,
it’s fun, and it brings profits. Weinberger is
now attending Harvard University.
As SJS students probably realize, computers are apt to muff one here and there.
Weinberger said "One fellow from Cornell
got back 264 names. "A hundred-fifty of
them were Wellesley girls," he said. However, he pointed out this problem (?) has
been eliminated.
Another goof: Dianne Alpine, an 18-year
old sophomore at College of San Mateo, met
one of the five men referred to her. She was
shocked. "He was wearing those tight black
pants and a black shirt. His curly red hair
flowed to his shoulders. He was grubby. He
was a beatnik!"
These are not typical cases Weinberger
said. The usual outcome is a compatible date.

lie cautioned, however, "We only offer to
help people take the first step in dating, we
cannot provide the vital spark."
NON-CHALANT
Weinberger said his roonunate at Harvard
is "One of the most non-chalant persons in
the world. He doesn’t care about anything.
Of the 70 questions on the sheet he answered
50 with a zero. What did he get? He got
what he wanted, a girl who didn’t care about
anything. Now, together they don’t care
about anything."
An engaged couple decided to try Operation Match. The computer’s ability to bring
about compatibility was proven when the
computer brought them together again.
Everyone seems to be satisfied, Weinberger said. But what about the poor IBM
machine? Does it get left out? Not if it
tried fixing itself up with a cute Univac.

ANNOMMIramoMmainniar

Rain, Rain, Rain
Santa Clara Valley: Rain to
continue through Wednesday.
Temperatures will be 4 to 8
degrees above normal. South
winds 5-15 mph. High yesterday, 65. Low 53.
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Trustees OK Pay Hike

NATO Expert
To Discuss
France Allies
Pierre Emanuelli, French NATO
expert, will speak tomorrow morning at 10:30 in Concert Hall as
the guest of the ASB Forum Lecture Committee.
In his lecture entitled, "Is
France a Reliable Ally?" he will
discuss De Gaulle and Europe,
French public opinion and the
Atlantic community.
The speech is open to the public
and admission is free.
FRENCH SECRETARY
Since 1959, Emanuelli has been
Executive Secretary of the French
Association for the Atlantic Community, a private organization
committed to publicizing the NATO
alliance.
Previously in 1945, he was appointed Chief "du Bureau de la
Presse et de l’Information," Office
of the Secretary-General during
the Provisional Government of the
French Republic. Two years later,
he was selected Secretary General
of a public relations network that
disseminates economic information
throughout France.
NATIVE MORROCAN
A native Moroccan, Emanuclli
was educated in France where he
earned a degree in law from
l’Ecole des Sciences Politiques. At
La Sorbonne, he studied American
civilization, English literature, and
modern diplomatic history.
During recent years Emanuelli
has traveled extensively through
Western European countries and
all of Africa.
In 1961, he made surveys of
Cape Kennedy, NORAD at Colorado Springs, S.A.C. at Omaha and
Fort Bragg in North Carolina, as
the guest of the U.S. State Department.

Campus Calendar
TODAY’
ASH Campus Policy CommitCollege Union.
tee 2:30 p.m.
Student Activities Board
ADM229.
3:30 p.m.
TOMO It ROW
Lecture: Pierre Einanuelli
"Is France a Valuable slly?"
Hall.
10:30 a.m. Concert
ASB External Policy Com3
College
mittee
l’ilion.
Recital: Mil Plii Epsilon 8:15
p.m. C
.ert
Concert: San .10Sr SN1111111011N
Orehnntra (Including’ KIS 1. Cappelli’ chair and %olrartn) 8:30
.
Civic Audited
WEDNESDAY
2:45 p.m.
Student Council
College Union.
Classic Film: "Hiroshima Mon
Amour" 3:30 and 7 p.m.
Th55.
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Special Edition
Tomorrow’s issue of the Spartan Daily will include a special
tine arts section, featuring
articles on SJS contributions
in art, music, drama and other
areas of cultural interest.

MaYOU CAN TAKE IT WITH YOU Sow
madou (r), assistant leader of the 20-member
Mali group which arrived at SJS last week, decided that he couldand wouldbring his
antelope horns to the United States with him.

Photo Paul Sequeira
Mali student Nare Famakan helped Mamadou
transport the horns. The Mali teachers began
their English studies at SJS on Friday, and were
honored at a reception that afternoon given
by the International Students Organization.

The Faculty and Staff Affairs
Committee of the California State
Colleges’ Board of Trustees Friday
approved an average 11.2 per cent
salary increase for faculty members.
The committee, meeting at the
Chancellor’s office at Inglewood,
also approved increases ranging
from 5 to 20.8 per cent for administrators of the California State
Colleges. Both increases will be
effective July 1 of next year if
funds are authorized by the legislature.
Simon Ramos, trustee member
from Los Angeles, said that he
felt the recommended salary increases were low.
Ramos said, "The procedure used
to compute salary increases, which
is required by the State Department of Finance and Legislative
Analyst, does not reflect the true
picture of the inadequate salaries
in the State College system.
"The procedttre requires that
salaries be comparable to those
paid in a restricted number of
’comparison’ colleges."
In general, in terms of highest
annual salaries for faculty members in the top step of each academic rank, instructois would go
from $8,544 to $9,510; assistant

professors, from $9,408 to $10,462; lof per cent for all administrators
associate professor, from $11,904 which was previously recommendto $13,237; and full professor from ed; effective January 1, 1966, also
$15,195 to $16,894.
if funded by the legislature.
Under the administrative cateUnder the recommended Ins
gory, Deans and Vice-presidents creases, deans would go from a
of $17,772 to $22,803; vicewould receive a 20.8 per ectit
increase, while presidents, vice- presidents from $19,596 to $25,143;
chancellors and the chancellor presidents, from $26,268 to $30,554;
would receive 5 per cent. This vice-chancellor, from $28,596 to
increase would be in addition to $32,083; the chancellor, from
another across the board increase $.36,750 to $38,588.

Library To Display
Model of New Dorms
The SJS Library will display,
beginning tomorrow, a model of
the 14-floor coeducational residence
hall and cafeteria complex to be
built on San Salvador between
8th and 9th Streets.
The model designed by Allan
Walter, Associates, San Jose Architects, will be shown on the first
floor lobby area, according to Robert L. Lauritzen, SJS Head Librarian.
Walter presented the model to
the Campus Planning Committee

meeting in the President’s Confer.
ence Room last week. The design
and devolepment plans are now
being completed and wor ki ng
dravvings will soon be started.
The schematic plans were approved by the Board of Trustees
and the Federal Housing and Horne
Finance Agency. IIIFFHA) kat
July, The construction of the residence hall is scheduled to beide
in fall 1966 and to be ready for
occupancy by 1968, according te
Dr. C. Grant Burton, executive
dean in charge of constructiorL

Mali Teachers Arrive Here;
Begin English Language Study
English studies at SJS Friday and
were welcomed into the college
community at an afternoon recep
Um given by the International
Student Organization (ISO) in
HE1.
The 18 men and two women, under the auspices of the United
States Agency of International Development, vvill be taking 12 units
of English classes during the next
10 months at SJS.
The group is the last under a
three-year cooperative program set
up by the United States and Mali
governments. Upon completion of
the special studies in August, the
Twenty teachers from Mali,
West Africa, officially began their

Staff Breather
Toniorrow’s spartan Daily
will lie the last hemp of the paper
until Wednesday, Dec. I, hecainw
of the Thanksghing epees..
Persons wishing notiees printed in truitorron’i. Daily are asked
to come to the Dolly editorial
office, ,1120S, before 1:80 p.m.
today to make arrangements.

group will return to Mali and
teach English in the second level
schools (15-20 years age group).
A special study program, under
the coordination of Thomas R.
Coke, foreign student adviser, began for the Mali students Friday.
The study course includes English Composition ,taught by Mrs.
Dorothy Wright, assistant professor of English; English Structure,
Dr. Graham Wilson, professor of
English; Speech, Mrs. Leslie Owen,
instructor of English, and Mrs.
Barbara Hinson, lab assistant; and
an orientation class, Mrs. Orpha
Quadros, personnel counselor.
A.shok Zaveri, president of ISO,
introduced the 20 students at the
Friday reception. Mousse TOMV,
leader of the Mali gmuP. hrieflY
explained the purpose of their
visit.
Toure later remarked, "I have
never seen so large a college
(SJS)."
Before flying to San Francisco
International Airport on Tuesday.
Nov. 5, the Mali teachers visited
Washington, D.C., including the
Capitol and the Washington Monument. They also visited Mount Vernon, Va., the Tomb trE the Un-

known Soldier, and the John F.
Kennedy memorial.
Coke said that the students are
now staying with individual families throughout the local community. The students plan to move
into apartments next week.
The Arab-American Club will
hold a reception for the Mali students at 3:30 Wednesday afternoon in Cafeteria A and B, according to Mohammed Adwan, president of the club. The reception is
open to all SJS students.

15,000 March

About 15,000 to 20,000 people
marched from the University of
California campus to DeFremery
Park in Oakland to protest the
war In Viet Nairn SattIrday.
The throng biked the five
Mlles in an orderly fashion, despite predictions hy .111ITIP officials that the Vietnani Das Comniittee (VDC) sponsored demonstration would end In chaos and
disorder.
At the park the marrhers were
greeted hs folk singers and
speakers.

111111111111111Misimp.
MARATHON SPEECHDavid Hatch, assistant
professor of art, conducted a nine hour introductory talk Friday on the career of Richard

Buckminster Fuller, SJS’ first scholar in residence.
Hatch discussed all phases of the noted engineer’s life who will live a+ SJS for seven weeks
in the spring semester. The marathon talk in-

Photo by Yoshi Hasegewe

cluded biographical information on Fuller with
a description of the history of design horizons.
Tapes of Fuller’s poetry played against a background of contemporary music were also presented by Hatch, who is a personal friend of
Fuller.
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Editorial Comment
Onee again. Red (.:Itina has been
denied entrance into the United Nations. By a 17-17 tie xote. the U.N.
refused to seat Red China. ’Die United
States. a- usual. led the fight to keep
Red China from entering the forum
of international politics.
This country is fighting a hosing
struggle in an ti nusual war with
realism. Red China’s massive population will soon be recognized by the
1 .N.. and unless the .S. changes its
unrealistic attitude. its prestige will
suffer a bitter defeat.
NIthough the Chinese situation in
19(>7) has radically changed since I946,
the I .S.
prefers to maintain the
rigid policx it ilex eloped nearly 20
years ago. The I .S. bases its objections
on the principle that Red China violates the I .N. charter by pr
ting
world reolution and rejecting peaceful coexistettre.
Despite this accurate reasoning, it
is much wore dangerous and illogical
10 ignore the single nat.
whielt contains one-quarter of the world’s population. Red China today is a far more

dangerous obstacle to world peuee than
she was 20 years ago, anti for just one

_
-

reason: she has the bomb.
Red China is not going to ehange
its hostile attitude, once admitted into
the U.N. She will cause trouble and
become a source of much anguish for
the United States. But with the world
constantly hanging on the brink of extinction, a nation with the potentially
destructive power of Red China cannot
be long ignored.
Nationalist China is the remnant of
a bygone eraa crusty relic of the
past. She no more speaks for China
than East Berlin does for West Germany. Although scarcely a world
power, the Formosans still maintain
a seat on the powerful Security Council. along with Britain, France, the
I .s. and the Soviet Union.
The United Nations never can realizr its promise or its ideals until Bed
China is given a seat. This country’s
position is dangerously unrealistic. To
keep Heel China out of the U.N. may
well hasten World War III rather than
prevent it.

481 E. San Carlos
between 1 Ofh and llth

Imported
Automobile
Show
Brooks Hall, San Francisco

SEE
James Bond’s Aston Martin
From the Film, -Thunderbolt-

Editor:
I am truly sorry that Pat Heffernan and
his fellow members of Sigma Delta Chi received such a distorted view of Hollywood
(L.A. Sub-teen A-Go-Go, Nov. 16). Those of
us who have activities in Hollywood deplore
the existence of It’s Boss and do not frequent

The seven issues of The New Student
have brought forth not thought, but only
shrill opinion based on gross ignorance or
deliberate misunderstanding; not wisdom, but
only nonsensical issues long ago turned trite
as the creators of this "intelligent voice of
SJS."
Banishment of this drivel would be fully
supported by myself if it would indeed remove
the down -with -everything-except-what-I-want,
I-hate-America, let’s-rot-together-in-our-ownviciousness attitudes so aptly shown by its
creators.
James Brescoil
A7276

We do not frequent it because there are
other places to go to Unce and watch the
people, even if we are "below the magic age."
In fact, most of the most frequented dance
spots have a minimum age limit of 18.
So, please, those of you who live in the
L.A area but don’t know Hollywood, or those
of you who are planning to visit "the greatest
town around" (Hoyt Axton’s "L.A. Town"),
don’t think that it’s been taken over by
children, because it definitely hasn’t!
Carol Ma vfield
A6967

’New Student Support
Belies Old Principles’
Editor:
It is a sad thing to see one who, only
short weeks ago, stood centered in a Seventh
Street crush defending his "principles" and
"freedom" now putting into words no principles, but only pap; no freedom, but only
farce; no rightness, but only ridiculousness.
Roger Lette’s letter (Nov. 19) shows sadly
how shallow indeed is the foundation upon
which rest his alleged "principles."
His voice, but once a modulated pleas for
peace, now rings with the high-pitched
fanaticism crying that beliefs are "right"
and those who disagree are "wrong" completely.
His evident loyalty to The New Student
may be to Ira Meltzer’s glory, but his asinine

SARATOGA
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LET’S TALK
ABOUT WOMEN
VITTORIO GASSMAN

STUDIO
.196 South First

2924778

IMPORTED AUTOMOBILE SNOW

Students with AU Cards SLIM

BETTER PRICES FOR TEXTBOOKS
Better prices can be paid for textbooks if

give you top prices during bonus week, ask
your instructor to inform us, if he has not
already done so, which book he will require
for the spring semester.

285-7288

OM MIAS

Exhibit Reenactment of Actual
Competition Race

through 28.1965

Editor:
I should like to offer a brief clarification
of the nature of the counseling SPU is providing potential conscientious objectors at 2:30
p.m. daily in the Building K conference room.
The Spartan Daily editorial of Nov. 15 appears
to me more a matter of misinterpretation
than misinformation.
Contrary to the implication of the editorial, these counseling sessions are not for
the purpose of indoctrinating the unwary
with our "one-sided prejudice" that man is
a moral agent in a world apparently bent on
the nuclear incineration of its defenseless
civilian populations.
Our purpose is to supply factual, technical
information on the conscientious objector
positions as defined in the Selective Service
system’s codes and to help persons already
conscientiously opposed to participation in
war to articulate the basis of their particular
beliefs.
Our own qualification for counseling in-

Editor:
Like Steve Pitcher, I too would like to
congratulate Scott Moore on his editorial
comments, but not the same one.
First, I would like to say that the editorial
"Blood Prolongs War" (Nov. 12) was excellent. It was concise and to the point. Freedom
indeed involves a great responsibility, a responsibility that many of the groups that
are demonstrating and protesting today iire
not mature enough to accept. Again, my
thanks that the editorial brought this to
light.
Second, I would like to criticize Steve
Pitcher (Thrust and Parry, Nov. 15), for his
obvious immaturity and ignorance. He seems
to think that only those who agree with him
are capable of "responsible thought."
Although the Republican Party encountered
a bad defeat in 1964, an educated man would
certainly not describe it as "suffering the
worst defeat in history." One only has to
look back (which liberals are prone not to do)
to 1932 when Alf Landon, the Republican
candidate, only carried two states.
Also the element that Pitcher calls the
"funny fringe" has over 27 million voters
who supported the Republican presidential
candidate in 1964. I’ll admit I could be wrong,
but it seems to me that this is a lot of "fringe."
Alan Halverson
A4282

CINEMA

LeMons Ferrari, World’s Top
Racing Car. on Special Exhibit

BROOKS NALL, SAN FRANCISCO

SPU Presiden Tells
Counsel Qualifications

Writer Lauds Editorial;
Raps GOP Analogy

they are used on campus. So that we can

WHAT’S NEW PUSSYCAT?

...and
how to

oast.

eludes participation in the American Friends
Service Committee weekend seminars on conscientious objection, scads of information from
SS headquarters and elsewhere, and, most
important, the personal experience of haying
had to work through our own conscientious
objector positions and make our cases before
more or less unsympathetic local draft boards.
Richard Epstein, B882
SPU President

867-3026
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supposition that "to banish The New Student
is to banish thought" is only a pathetic whine
to his so-called "principles" of the few weeks

SCREEN SCENES

Award Winning Antique.
Classic and Vintage Cars

NOVEMBER 23

.

I

’Poor Choice of Club
Distorts L.A. Night Life
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Thrust and Parry

duels his 9:30 class.
Immediately, D.A. computers began
churning out cards upon cards giving
reasons for not ditching the class.
The pretty voice pleaded with the student, pointing out the aehantages of going
to this class.
Finally, the student was convinced.
With tears of happiness streaming down
his face, lie rushed off to class without
realizing that each phone call to D.A.
0111. hour and a half.

TOWNE

4. %,
/
,
C./. 0.

". . . The next Gemini launching, I understand, is from Madison Avenue!"

end of the phone that lie was going to

1433 The Alameda

’
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,
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By TOM MEAD
Plans for a state-wide college therapewit. organization %ere disclosed this
week by Dr. Marvin L. Cutsem, SJS ass.
rime professor of indolentology.
According to Dr. Coneen, the new
organization will he known as Ditcher’s
A
yinous M.A.) and is expected to
apply for campus recognition within a
frA4 weeks.
"Ditcher’s Anonymous was established as
a cathartic ship in a sea of classroom
he said.
Pointing to his recent survey, Dr. Cutsem added that 98 per cent of college
ditch at least one class per month.
Locaied in a disheveled building off
eampii.. officials of D.A. have ultra -scientific machinery ready to combat ihe Whiling urge.
Whenever an SJS student has the urge
iI
ditch a class, he is asked to call D.A.
headquarters immediately.
One student called D.A. at 9:27 a.m.
and informed the pretty voice at the other
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Red China Qualifies
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By KENT WIEDEMANN
"There cannot be any lost causes. Fightg in life."
ing alone comprises ’me
Modern man must lot let himself be intimidated into not acting.
These seent to the main points expounded in "The Doctor and the Soul - From Psychotherapy to Logotlier., fly" by
Dr. Viktor E. Frank!. Dr. \Union T.
Blooper, assistant professor of psychology
described the book’s contents at Wednesday’s Book ’Falk.
lers logotherapy as an imporHe c
tant contribution to personality development. A Hindu proverb explains the
nieaning of the term: "Seek not the fruits
of action, be content to work for work’s
own sake."
Dr. Frank] says that man experiences
his greatest achievement when suffering
is inescapable. If a man endures his suffering, he can attain a detachment from
it, thus giving him "psychological elbow
room" to adopt an attitude.
Logotherapists attempt to make man
evaluate, not set values for hitn, says Dr.
Hooper. He tloes not decree what is right,
but shows people hew they can get meanevery experience t r o g lo
ing f
heightened consciousness of life.
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Civil Rights Talk
’Southern Exposure’
Scheduled Tonight

TODA I
Balkan Folk Dance Club, 8:30
p.m., PER101, regular meeting.
Chi Sigma. Epsilon (Secretarial
Honor Society), 3:45 p.m., E345,
committee progress reports, upFriends of SNCC, the Student
coming tour will also be discusse .
J.,i/S .11 e -dill ;is ailable for stuN o n - Violent Coordinating Comfilm entitled "The Champions dents who qualify under the Ecomittee, will hold a discussion titled
Write."
nomic Work -Study Program, Mrs.
"Southern Exposure," tonight at
Phyllis Headland, 1kork study
TONIORROW
7:30 p.m. in Concert Hall.
Flying Twentieth, 7:30 p.m., E147, supervisor, announced.
The dicussion is open to the
The Sheriff’s Department needs
public. Them is no admission general meeting.
Spanish spcaking tutor to teach
AIESEC Committee (SAM), 3 a
charge.
inmates in the Elmwood RehabiliThe meeting features six speak- p.m., Barracks 31,i, regular meettation Center.
ers. SNCC volunteers, who worked ing.
San Martin School District, 25
UCCF, LSA, Canterbury, 7 p.m.,
in the South for civil rights last
miles south of San Jose. has sevsummer. They will describe their Chapel of Reconciliation, 300 S.
etal op,mings for students interexperiences and feelings, according 10th St., "Thanksgiving Vespers."
ested in custodial or receration
to Steve Schaffer. one of the
Scholar-ln-Residenee Committee, work. A car pool could be formed
speakers.
A114. 3 p.m., regular meeting.
to reduce the cost of transportaSpartan Shields, 6:15 p.m., Cafe- tion, Mrs. Headland added.
The volunteers who will speak
include Miss Mae Stadler, SJS as- teria A, regular meeting.
The March of Dimes FoundaThe Social Work Club. 3:30 p.m., tion is still in need of telephone
sistant professor of recreation, who
worked in Jackson, Miss., M.?.1 CH167, guest speaker, Mr. Piehl, callers to assist in obtaining olCanal and Steve Schaffer, who director of the family service. to unteer workers.
also worked in Jackson; Bryan speak on how the private agency
Alum Rock and Mt. Pleasant
King, who worked in Florida; Miss helps the community.
School Districts have openings for
Spartan Spears, 6:15 p.m., Bar- teacher and recreation aids as well
Yvonne Miller, who worked in
Louisiana; and Tim Morrison, who rack 13, regular meeting.
as a need for two library assistworked in Arkansas.
Society of Automotive Engi- ants.
A question and answer period neers, 7:30 p.m., AB107, project
The Ravenswood School District
will follow the speeches
in East Palo Alto has two open,onmittee reports.
ings for teacher aids and recreation, she added.
"We also have need for accounting, business, journalism, sociology,
psychology or social science majors
preferably senior or graduates, the work - study supervisor continued.
Mrs. Headland mentioned that
S.P.R. Charter, writer and lec- in a Man-/s1achine World," svill ina student interested in rehabiltaturer on human ecology presently clude thoughts on the impact of
tion of the handicapped is needed
serving as lecturer-consultant for a machine-oriented world on the
by Don Lathrop, director of Goodthe Division of Engineering’s "Cy- creative activity of writers, artists
will Industries of greater Santa
bernation and Man’’ course, will and inventors.
Clara County, who is blind and
speak at the second annual Aldous
Th e "Cybernation and Man"
needs a person to read and .put
Huxley Memorial Dinner tomorrow course is a pioneering &TS course
his material on tape.
night at 8 in E327.
examining the effect of the autoThere are several techincal and
His topic. -The Creative Process mated machine age on human life.
typing jobs open on campus for
The Huxley Memorial Lecture,
interested students, Mrs. Headland
sponsored by the Fund for Human
said.
Ecology and the SJS Division of
All who qualify for the Work Engineering, is open to the public.
Study program can contact Mrs.
Phyllis Headland in the Placement
COMMITTEE INTERVIEWS
Center, ADM234. Those who wish
The ASB Personnel Selection further information on financial
Committee interviews and recom- clearance may contact the Finanmends to the ASH President stu- cial Aids Office, ADM201,
dent membership for all ASH
committees, all faculty -stud en t
committees, all College Union committees and executive appointive
officers.

Jobs Still

Available

Ecologist Charter To Speak
At hfuxley Dinner Tomorrow

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

Co-Rec Selects
Contest Winners

FREE GAS!

FREE GAS!

I CLIP ’N’ SAVE

Winners in the all college Table
Tennis Tournament in the mixed
doubles division were Mary Hansen, junior English major, and Tom
Mlaker, senior physical education
major.
Alice Ground and Chuck Dougherty finished second in the mixed
doubles competition.
Top male of the Wednesday
tourney was Shinpei Nishikawa,
senior political science major.
Nishikawa is a foreign student
from Japcm. Walking off with second place honors was Vince
Streano.
Finishing first in the women’s
singles was Paula Worthy. senior
recreation major. Runner-up in the
women’s singles was Barbara Von
Norman.
The tournament is sponsored by
Co-Rec.

g

TWO NEW BEACON
STATIONS
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Job Interviews

Spartaguide Work-Slucly

Also in San Jose

rong,
nge."

Workshop Meets

(Paid Religious Advertisement)

Chan!red
It is one thing to quiet the symptom, another to cure the disease.
wash the body is not to cleanse the soul. Sin is never just what
wa do, but whet we are. To reform the outer man and leave untouched the human heart is to build the kind of hypocrites Jesus
Christ so soundly condemned: "Woe to you, scribes and Pharisees.
hypocrites! For you cleanse the outside of the cup and the plate,
but inside they are full of extortion end rapacity. You blind Pharisee! First cleanse the inside of the cup and of the plate, that the
outside also may be clean. Woe to you scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! For you are like whitewashed tombs, which outwardly ppear
beautiful, but within are full of dead men’s bones and all uncleanliness. So you also appear righteous to men, but within you are full
of iniquity and hypocrisy." (Matthew 23:25-20
To

m

L’Atelier Francais, a French
workship, will meet tomorrow,
at 3:30 p.m. in Building N, room 1.
L’Atelier provides individual help
in the French language as well as
an opoprtunity to teach the language.
Jeff London, organizer of the
group, said the group hopes to incite the Malian students to filture
meetings and urged students to
attend tomorrow’s meetign to extress their interest.

OAKLAND CIVIL SERVICE:
chemical engineetins,,, mechanical
engineering, and industrial technicians for positions in entry-level
industrial engineerio
oir process

A special two-hour National Edteat ion

Radio

i NER l

Nonmc moral ing

broadcast

I ’niteci

Nations

Day will be presented tomorrow

This broadcast is being presented
as part of the observance of Inter iational Cooperation Year (ICY,.
The program consists of a concert

’
performed on U.N. Day, Oct. 24.
at the U.N. General Asseinbly, and
features Leonard Bernstein and
the New York Philharmonic Or-

chet t ra.
The broadcast will also feature
an address by the U.N. Secretary General U Thant, as well as a lecture by Walter Lippmann, social
commentator, entitled "The Great
Revolut ion."
Appearing with Bernstein are the
Schola Cantorum, Hugh Ross, director; the Farmingdale Boys’
choir. Arpad Darazs, director; and
vocal soloists Martina Arroyo, soprano, Regina Resnik, mezzo-soprano. Jon Vickers. tenor, and Justin Diaz, bass.
This medal program is being

Memorial Masses
:Memorial 111.1,S1, %f in be held
today for President John F.
Kennedy. St. Patrick’s Church
at E. Santa Clara and Ninth
Streets will celebrate a High
Mass at 5:15 p.m. .% memorial
11111.14% Win also he celebrated at
the Newman Center, 1 p.m., 79
S. Fifth Street.

Meeting Canceled
Today’s regularly scheduled
nseeting of Humanists on Campus (110C: w111 not he held no
that members can attend the
IF rien hi
of SNA C discussion,
t’Southern Epicoire.- tonight at
8 In (’oneert flail. according to
110C tnember
Carol Mayfield.

Neies Briefs
The Thanksgiving issue of The
Rule. engineering feature magazine. will be on sale today. tomorrow and Wednesday with articles ranging from social comment
t o t echnica I developments.
Featured in place of the foldout rulemate, who will not appear
’n this issue, is an article on the
ligital computer and its impact
on modern life. There will also
be a page of student comment on
-ontemporary issues.
*
*
*
D. J. Nelson, a naturalist, will
lecture on his film. "Inherit the
Wild." at the second 1965-66 Audolion Wildlife Film Series next
Monday, Nov. 29, at 8 p.m. in
Concert Hall.
Tickets, which are available at
the door, are $1 for adults, 50
cents for students and 25 cents
for children under 12.

ffinimuoiliouilionsomioniounitommoninmionoolool000mminiolowiiialiiiintwoolomiumiliowswoommi

of a ski
will

team
put

if student
up

a like
demic standing, hold no other
amount," Dick Johnson, ski club
major elective or appointive ASB
president, announced today.
position and be a bona fide memThe money, voted on at last
ber of the sophomore cla.ss.
Tuesday’s meeting will be used to
finance a team to compete with
A limited number of spaces
is available

other colleges

CHARTER JET
FLIGHTS
FROM EUROPE
Paris -

San Francisco

July 29.1966 or Aug. 3. 1966
For Faculty, Staff, Students of
The California State Colleges
for information:
Office of International Programs
California State Colleges
1600 Holloway Avenue
San Francisco, California 94132
Fare: $225 one way

Be sure to have worry-free
Thanksgiving Traveling
Come fo Michael’s Motors and have your VW checked thoroughly.
Did you have the oil changed recently? How long has it been since
you checked your brakes? Does your VW need

fune-up? Is The

clutch slipping? Make sure that your VW is in good working condition before taking that trip.

MICHAEL’S MOTORS
YOUR VW AND PORSCHE SERVICE and REPAIR CENTER
ONLY ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS

Open 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Mon. thru Fri. and
8 a.m. to 2 p.m. Sat.
Phone 295-1455
17 S. 8th St., San Jose

ATTENTION PIZZA LOVERS!

10" PIZZAS
(Cheese, Sausage, Pepperoni)

DELIVERED EVERY
I In, In Addition to Our Everyday
Ntandard Delivery Menu of

* Chicken Dinners

4

$11,1 WACY
ON A ROUND IRIP BASIS
RETURN WITHIN 1 TO 30 OAYS.

* Spaghetti
-* Salads

DEPARTS EVERY
’

15% Dicount on Parts to

students and faculty with iclentifi:ation.

1295-62021

607 AUZERAIS Al BIRD

* Garlic Bread

FRIDAY NIGHT

Complete Repair on all Foreign Cars

1.77.020^-0"

ment

government

Students interested in this position must have a 2.25 cumulative
grade point average, clear aca-

Mon., Tues., and Wed. only

4

BECiNNli3O NOV. 19th

11,,q
3

ALSO /".
PHILADELPHIA
NEW
WASHINGTON 0 C
LOW

5
0

FARES
TO:
CALL EOR

Box 11791 Palo Alto

"s,in
Shift. s Ski
luii will
put up $500 towards the establish-

The vacancy was brought about
by the resignation of Miss Dona
Kennedy.

* 12" l’izza (cheese, sausage, pepperoni)

VOLKSWAGEN SPECIALISTS

ED

Campus Ski Club
Urges Formation
Of Sports Team

VOLKSWAGEN !INNERS!!

night in its entirety by KSJS-FISI,

Free Transportation Back to Campus
Contemporary Christians on Campus

I lie AS I A Personnel Selee I ion
UW1111)1.’1,1 101
tilt’ SULCommittee will hold interviews dent Publications Advisory Comthis afternoon and tomorrow after- mittee and two student members
noon in the College Union.
for the Library Committee.
Today’s interviows will be to
The Publications Advisory Committee interviews start at 2:30
p.m., and the Library C’ommittee
interviews begin at 3:10 p.m.
Interviews will be held tomorrow
at 4 p.m. to fill the recently vacated post of sophomore representative.

The total of $1,000 would not
meet all expeenses, but would do
a great deal towards helping team
members to attend some of the
meets held in the California area,"
aired by KSJS-FM as a Thanks- Johnson said.
giving Day special and to help
commemorate Coned Nations Day
as svell as to recognize International 0sec:ration Year.

90.7 megacycles, from 7 to 9 p.m..

_

Why be half-clean, it’s the

nterviews Begin
or Publications Post

KSJS To Present
Special U.N. Show

FORLIGN CAR SERI la
("6

I

RPARTAN

"We feel San Jose State should
have a team, and we are willing
to help. However, we cannot do it
ourselves, and will therefore make
and chemistry engineering majors this offer to student courfcil at
for posiiions as a chemist or their next meeting," Johnson said.
chemistry engineer. Male or
Candidates for the team have
female. Area of work is Menlo been working out in the men’s
Park. C7alifornia.
gym on Tuesday and Thursday
evenings, under the direction of
Bob Titchenal, professor of physical education.

DICK LLOYD’S

In the perfect sacrificial death of Jesus Christ. God has bridged
for us Way reconciling His holiness with our sinfullness, putting
away sin by the sacrifice of Himself. The Bible is Good News Mc
cause if says to you: God has reconciled and forgiven you, "the
fres gift of God if eternal life in Jesus Christ our Lord." (Romans
6:23)

Washed inside? You can be today.
inside man that counts!

All interviews are held In engineering: varied positions in the
the Placement C’euter, AD51234. I product engineering department.
Appointment slgunps begin on Citizenship not required. Male or
Titesd.o. for company intervien s female. Area of work Is San Leanthe follow big neck. January
grads may obtain further sched- l’41(111.10 R HOW
FIBREBOARD: (See above inule information at the Placement
:, Ai,.
f’enter.
rlIERN CALIFORNIA OAS
TODAY
I 1 II 1. %Ns : inginecting,
business
FIBREBOARD
PAPER
or economic majors
PRODUCTS CORPORATION: acninon -win of 1 year accountcount ing. mai keting, mechanical ing for positions as a sales engiengineering, chemistry engineer- neer, construction planning engiing. i d II 1, 11’ i a engineering and neer, corporate accounting and
electrical engineering majors for residential sales representative.
positions in the basic !raining pro- Immigration visa. Male or female.
gram, or those having degrees in Area of work is Los Angeles.
cilizenship
tile above.
WILTRON COMPANY: electriquired. Male
Area of work is cal engineering majors for posiWi‘,!elll
the
tions its design and test engineer,:
SHELL «MC kNil:S: market- covering areas of solid state and
C.’,11..1111,,
irlg, busi- integrated circuit applications,
ing
ness administration; f i ounce
microwave comtsments, system deeconomic,, accounting, business ad- sign and network synthesis. These
ministi alien, finance majors for positions will grow into managepositions in nun:kelt:1g, finance ment opport uni t ies along with
areas, pitichosing, anti transuor La - WILTRON’S expansion. U.S. citiinn. U.S. citizenship required. zenship required. Male or female.
Male or female. Area of work is Area of work is Palo Alto.
the pacific coast.
(A.
GENDLER AND ASSOTOUCHE, ROSS, BAILEY AND CIATES, INCOKPO It AT E D:
SMART: accounting majors for mechanical engineering and elecpositions as a junior accountant trical engineering majors for posiin audit, tax and management tions in electrical and mechanical
services. U.S. citizenship required. designers. Mah or female. Area
Male only. Area of work is Santa of work is Berkeley.
Clara and Nlonterey counties.
ELECTROCH IM ICA : chemist Ty

BARBER TO BARKER
ST. LOUIS OUPI
Barber accidentally drove hisAkittintzo(-)
mobile through the plate glass
window of a barber shop. Bricks
came tumbling dOW11 into the barber shop, but motorist Flarber
not hurt.
"4:4:40001000,30:000230300000010240"..e.A.W:400:e
..e.#31

To hypocrites, and liars, to the immoral and adulterous, in fact
to all of us, Greek and Jew, the Bible says, "God has concluded all
under sin, that he may have mercy upon all" (Romans 11:32), and
"the wages of sin is death," (Romans 6:23)

Why not start today on the New Life which God offers you
today? "For we ourselves were once foolish, disobedient, led astray,
slaves to various passions and pleasures, passing our days in malice
and envy, hated by men and hating one another; buf when the goodness and loving kindness of God our Savior appeared, he saved us,
not because of deeds done by us in righteousness, but in virtue of
his owls mercy, by the washing of regeneration end renewal in the
Holy Spirit, which he poured out upon us richly through Jesus Christ
our Savior, so that we might bit justified by Ili, grace and become
heirs in hope of eternal life." (Titus 3:3-7)

Monday, Novembor 22, ifIB;

4’

* Cokes

HARTFORD CONN
BOSTON MASS
BALTIMORE
RESERVATIONS

2 92%000

Men.
.,1414rE110

ai cbitTitild Witt.
SAN JOSE

223 SO FIRST ST SAN ESE

Phone 295-3805

10th & William

6SPARTAN DA1LT

Monday, November 22. 1983

SJS Art Department
Plans Holiday Auction

Vacation’ in Austria

Student Relates Life as Missionary
its
i HARRINGTON
"People are the same all over the world" is an ageold refrain, but it has a deeper meaning now than it
did two years ago for SJS sophomore Scott Sumsion.
Sumsion recently returned from a two-year stay in
Austria. The reason for this long "vacation" is simple
--he was on a mission for the Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter-Day Saints ’more commonly known as the
Mormon church), of which Sumsion is a member.
When a worthy male member of the church reaches
the age of 19, he is asked to go on a msision, which
may take him to any part of the world.
SPEAK DEUTCH?
Sumsion accepted the call of the church and was
sent to the Austrian mission. Three years of German
in high school proved to be a big help to Sumsion, since
this was the language spoken by the people in his area;
but, as he said, there "is nothing like being forced to
speak a foreign language."
In fact, he spoke little if any English while on his
nUssion. All the missionaries were encouraged to speak
German. even among themselves, in older to become
more adept at it.
BUSY SCHEDULE
Their schedule was rather rigorous, according to
Sumsion. They were up by 6 a.m., ate breakfast, and

then studied until 9 a.m. Proselyting work was scheduled until 8 p.m., or dS late as 11 p.m. if the missionaries had definite appointments.
The boys worked in teams of twos and were transferred to a differont city about every three months.
"FINANCIAL PICKLE"
When questioned about why he undertook such
a strenuous task. Surnsion replied, "I am firmly convinced in the gospel of the church and wanted to spread
it."
All the boys must have been equally convinced,
according to Sumsion, since they had to suppart themselves while on their missions. This was accomplished
in many ways. In Sumsion’s case, he worked in a pickle
factory for two summers before his mission, and also
had financial assitance from his parents.
Even though the boys went "unpaid in monetary
value, we had many good spiritual experiences which
made it all worth while,’’ Surnsion stated.
NO GIRLS
"A lot of our work was simply knocking on doors,
and the people were very friendly," commented Sumsion. ’’The people have a word for it, which cannot be
easily translated. It is ’gastfreundlich’, which roughly

means being quite nice to tourists, and they were quite
nice to us."
The boys were not able to accept all the hospitality
which was offered to them, however. As Sumsion
stated, "Our social life was severely restricted and we
were not allowed to do any socializing with any girls."
When asked if this created problems for the missionaries either there or upon their return here, or if
they had any trouble readjusting to the American way
of life (as was recently reported about Peace Corps
volunteers), Sumsion replied, "No, since we were there
to improve ourselves spiritually and the atmosphere
was dominated by this. The only shock came when we
were again faced with all the commercialism in
America."
SPEAK ENGLISH
Sumsion continued, "I have made a fairly rapid
readjustment. My only real difficulty was in speaking
English again. I am still having a little trouble with
the grammatical aspect and this is especially evident
in my papers for classes here at college."
Sumsion is a sophomore, but as yet he has not
decided on a major. He stated that missions usually
help students decide what he wants to do, but this was
not true in his case. He said that right now his big
ambition is "to learn a lot more about the gospel."

I Ith Street Beat

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

%VATS
Special Discount
FACULTY
STUDENTS
ALUMNI
lust pre,r, your staff or
ASB card
Movie & Still
Supplies
Cameros
Equipment
Projectors
developing printing
rentals repairs

reut
hie
CritilERA SHOP
245 South First

Sigma Phi Epsilon
Wins Sports Contest
By GARY WHITMAN
What’s new on the row ... ?
The Sig Ells held their first
annual All-District Sports Day
Sunday. Brothers and pledges of
Sigma Phi Epsilon from Cal,
Davis and Sacramento State
joined the locals in a basketballvolleyball tournament with the
host chapter emerging as the
victors.
Members of Delta Zeta are
assisting the San Jose Crippled
Children’s society. They held
their pledge dance Saturday in
the Horizon Room at the Claremont Hotel in Berkeley ... Kappa Sig pledges kidnapped actives
Bill Brunick and Dennis Stradford and took them to Half
Moon Bay last week . . .
Eight San Jose members of
PIRA will join brothers from 10
other chapters to the West Coast
District Convention Jan. 4-5 at

GET
’TOR S
-rOMOn n

01.fr /

the University of Southern California.
The Sweetheart of Sigma Chi
contest is in progression. The
queen will be crowned Saturday,
Dec. 4, at the Strawberry Lodge
near Lake Tahoe . .. The Gamma Phis celebrated their
Founder’s Day last Monday and
invited alumni members to the
house for dessert. The sorority
was founded on Nov. 11, 1874 at
Syracuse University.
Kappa Alpha Theta’s
semesterly Faculty Dinner took
place last Thursday evening,
with six professors joining the
ladies at dinner and being guided
on a tour of the house afterwards . . .
The ATO’s recently chose nine
new Tau Mates; they are Hilary
Goldwater, Cathy Walton and
Penny Schwellanback, Ganuna
Phi Beta; Bobbi Wood and LUCiP
Areias, Alpha Phi; Nancy Hart
and Sue Gould, Kappa Alpha
Theta; Nan Morris and Dee Pursuit, independent.

Trade Winds
Residents
Collect Food
At least five San Jose families are going to have a happy,
if not plentiful, Thanksgiving
this year, due to the efforts of
some SJS students.
The residents of the Trackswinds, a local student apartment house, have completed a
door-to-door campaign to solicit
canned food for needy families.
The instigator of the undertaking, Clyde Sopp, a resident of
the Tradewinds, said that he got
the idea for starting the drive
because he had been involved
in similar projects while a member of the DeMolay organization.
"Last week we went to local
grocery stores asking for donations," said Sopp. "Saturday, 40
of the Tradewinds residents went
to householders in the college
area."
The collected food will go to
families referred to by a local
gra mmar school.
ATTENTION STUDENTS
WE HAVE A LOW RENTAL PLAN
ON NEW AND USED TYPEWRITERS.
HUNDREDS TO CHOOSE FROM.

MODERN

A student recital will be presented by the members of Mu
Phi Epsilon, SJS honorary music
society, Tuesday, Nov. 30, 8:15
p.m. in Concert Hall.
The program will begin with
an organ solo by Jean Kjer of
Bach’s "Gigue Fugue.’’ A trio
composed of flutist Trix Kout,
clarinetist Kathy Linderman and
celloist Cheryl! Melott will perform Haydn’s "Trio No, 1 The
London."
Soprano Terri Tyder, a junior
from San Jose, will sing Verdi’s
"Ritorna Vincitor" from Aida
and Sharon Nease will present a
piano solo of Brahms "Rhapsody in G minor, Op. 79 No. 2."
The program will conclude
with Haydn’s "Quartet in D
Minor, Op. 20 No. 4" performed
by a string quartet including
William Galbraith and Jack Ulloms, violinists: Camilla Shelden,
viola player and Cheryll Melott,
cello ’player.
MONDRIAN BEADS

tc
tr

8 lessons $10.00
Every Saturday
noon -2 p.m.
FOI further ,n,c,m1.,-n,
John McNally, 297-3734
ARTHUR MURRAY’
STUDIOS
938 The Alameda, San Jose

This week’s
Dry Cleaning
Special . . .

Ladies’ Top Coats
PHOTO EXHIBIT ENDS FRIDAY

Regularly
S1.93

JAPAN THROUGH PHOTOGRAPHY
-Japan: A Stafr’rnent,"
photographic study of the Far Eastern land and its people by
student Nick Pavloff (insert), is in its final week of showing at
the SJS central library foyer. The portrait of the young Japanese
girl is one of the 24 photos on exhibit. Pavlof{ took the photos
in Japan this summer, where he was an exchange student from
San Jose sponsored by Pacific Neighbors Organization.

Special
$1.05

Theta Sigma Phi Holds Initiation
Five initiates and five pledges
joined Theta Sigma Phi, fraternity for women in journalism, in
candelight ceremonies at 2:30
p.m. yesterday in the Jotumalism
conference room according to
Mrs. Jeanne Powell, chapter
president.
Pledges chosen on the basis
of journalism experience, grade
point average and professional
aptitude include Misses Elaine
Graves, Sharon Osaki, Vicki
Reed, Linda Sullivan and Diane
Telesco.
Misses Sherry Brown, La Velle
Jackson, Susan Kang, Sande

Lange and Sue Wade received
memhership pins when they signed the register as initiates.
Adviser, Mrs. Delores Spurgeon, professor of journalism and
educations, reported that a reception and short business meet
ing followed the cereinony.

t

Golden W est
Cleaners
!92-1052

25 S. 3rd Street

4chiung VOLKSWAGEN OWNERS
SJS Library Hours
During the Thanksgiving weekend, the College Library will
observe the following schedule:
WednesdayClose at 3:30 p.m.
Friday-8 amt. to 5 p.m.
5 p.m.
Saturday-9 11.111.
SundayI to 5 p.m.

CHRISTMAS FLIGHTS
CHICAGO

Depart Dec. 17

New York
Chicago

Return Jan. 2

NEW YORK

Round Trip $175
Round Trip $140
HE 1-7515

CHARTER FLIGHTS
1112 Market Street
San Francisco, California 94102
Please mail me full information on flight to:

HOLIDAY BRAKE SPE(:IAI.
VOLKSWAGENS ONLY
Ilrake Adjustment
Reg. $2.50

NAME
ADDRESS

9’

TODAY, TOMOROK
1.,1)Ni.:-,D.1 1
THREE "K"
YING A IMPORTED CAR SERVV-

OFFICE MACHINES
124 E San Fernando St.
B.isouin led & 4th St;

Special Group Classes
for
College Students

1MEv

.1.401.1.1.9411111111410

THANKSGIVING EDITION
si) urr k N DAILY

Students
To Present
Recital

eellectcia ard others seeking
gilts for Chi istmas.
Works on sale will represent
all media, including water colors,
oil paintir.gs, drawings, ceramics,
sculpture, prints, weaving and
jewelry.
Sales will begin Monday, Nov.
29, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on weekdays,
and 1:15 to 3 p.m. Sundays.
All items for sale will be on
display and sold in the Art Gallery, east wing of the Art Building.
Auctions a r e scheduled f o r
Friday and Saturday evenings,
Dec. 10-11, in A133, beginning at
7. Auction pieces will start at
$3 bids. Various faculty members
will serve as auctioneers.
Delta Phi Delta, SJS honorary
art fraternity. will provide refreshments. The auction items
will be displayed in the corridors
and Little Gallery of the Art
Building.
Proceeds from the auction and
sales will be divided half to the
Art Scholarship Fund and Gallery and half to the individual
artists.
Last year, more than $4000
was collected and scholarships
were provided for six art students.
***********************.
4t

Not for the faint of heart:
Richelieu’s Mondrian beads arc
for women who just love having
a rope around their necks. These
roped in ’way out cola!) combinations measure from 60 to
90 inches. You just wrap same
around your neck to be all set
to swing with the swingingest
on the discotheque circui t.
Colors include hot pink, poison
green, yellow, red, blue. One
rope is made of beads of 12
0,;))).),

(All Ewe, Incl,
For Reservations 6 Information Call

ow wootOtoWitkaweetwoow

SJS Department of Art will
hold its fifth annaul Christmas
At t Auction and Sale, beginining
Monday, Nov 29 arid continuing
through Saturday, Dec. 11
Qriginal works of art by the
students and faculty of the department will be available during
the two week for purchase by

11fh

and SANTA CLARA
510 last Santa Clara

294-1562

Nontlay, November 22, 1988

Mistakes Hurt

Fired-Up Fresno State
Rocks Lifeless Spartans
By JEFF sTOCKTON
Daily Sports Editor
FRESNO - A "flat" SJS grid
squad was turned back by a fired up Fresno State contingent 24-18
Saturday night in Fresno as the

Spartans failed in their quest for
a sixth straight victory and first
winning season since 1961.
SJS ends this season at 5-5
while Fresno, with one game remaining, has a 5-4 mark.

"Work of Art"
Sweaters & Cashmere Coats
Our Specialty

10% DISCOUNT
WITH ASB CARD

Art Cleaners
One Deh: Service

398 E. Santa Clara

293-1030

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS- DEC. 1
Electronics and Physics graduates
with B.S. or M.S. degrees
Excellent career opportunities in circuit and
component design and development; systems
design and engineering marketing. Contact the
Placement Office.

General
Micro-electronics

SCOI‘e.

’BLUE CHIP’ DIVIDENDS
For 119 years, Connecticut
Mutual Life has paid dividends to its policy holders.

The ’Blue Chip’ Company
that’s love in net cost, too

And CML dividends are
among the highest in the industry. This means you pay a
low net cost for CML’s Blue
Chip protection.
So when you think insurance,
think Connecticut Mutual,
the "Blue Chip" Company
with low net cost.

Fred Fernandez SJS ’59

Wayne Christensen SCU ’63

Bernard Clinton SJS ’59

Terry Florian SCU ’63

Robert Quiel SJS ’59

Robert T. Heckley, C.L.U., General Agent
1671 The Alameda, Suite 311

294-5660

Europe ’66’
VIA

TW4
JETS

The SJS water polo team
placed second in the State College Water Yoh? Tournament in
Pomona last weekend ao they
won their first two games of
the tourney but lost the
final. to Long Betteh State., -0-13.
in a double teertime.
The Spartans ran into serious foul trouble early in the
49er game and played with their
second and third teams throughout the second half and overtime periods.
The game %US decided by the
fiwt that the water dogs were
able to put only five men In the
pool during most of the overtime periods beeause everyone
elite had fouled out.
Coach Lee Walton praised
John William?: for his fbre performante and he was the only
starter that lasted the game.
SJS defeated Sun Francisco
State 24-0 and Cal Poly (Pomona) 19-9 to get into the finals against Long Reach State.
While the SJS football and soccer squads have completed their
sea.sons, the only fall sports that
have any action left this year are
the cross-country ancl water polo
teams.
The Spartan pool sharks will
meet the University of Canfornia
this afternoon at Foothill to start
the Northern California Water
Polo Tournament.
Coach Lee WatIon’s crew have
only one day of rest after tangling
with stiff competition in Pomana
Friday and Saturday in the State
College Water Polo Tournament.
TOP TEAMS
Other squads included in the

June 16fh
June 20th
June 22nd

DEPARTS

Intramural Program 3 Sports Begin Soon .
Expanding at SJS

Car rentals, tours, and hotel reservations can be arranged

00
1 Plus
Tax

From
New York

ROUND TRIP
$563 From San Francisco

ROUND

By BOB REED
Daily Sports Writer
"Sun Jose State’s intramural athletic program provides students with the opportunity to spend their tree Mote in a good tonwrvised iwtis
This Is the opinion of Dr. Diu’ Unruh, director of intrasnural
sports at S.IS, and the person most responsible for the program’w
rapid groat h.
In the 1060-61 academic year, when Unruh first took over his
position. 1,901 students partkipated in intramural athletics.
Last ’ear, this total %% as 6,903, an Inereatoot tor nearly 260 per
cent oer a five-yesor period.
In addition, activities have increased from nine to 22.
Basketball is the most popular sport, drawing 1,728 participants In 1064-65. Unruh predicts that this
her will swell to over
2,000 this year.
"The team sports are especially popular a
g the campus
living (enters," Unruh said. "These bring the members of the Indis MIMI fraternities, dorms and boarding houses together as a team,
and stimulates growth and group spirit ulthin the nx-parutu
hotows."
Unruh also pointed out the program’s value in developing
physical fitness. "Mont of.the activities require stamina and agility,
which demand that the participants be in top condition in order
to compete successfully."
"Anyone who has a suggestion for bettering the program Is
welcome to come to my office and tell me about it," Unruh said.
"Intramural athletics are for everybody."
Upcoming intramural actlyttlesx include the "Turkey Trot"
cross-country rare tomorrow, and a free throw contest and badminton tournament beginning next Monday.
Bowling team competition is in progress at the present time.

1.k.)
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Make the Holiday Brighter
_71mveri

Poie

Marie

(THE campus florist)
8th & Santa Clara
CY 5-4321
iiariaita

11/1

Spartan Daily
Classifieds

The SJS frosh football squad,
with only 17 players most of the
season, pulled through with a 3-4
won-loss mark and readied several
outstanding performers for next
year’s varsity squad.
Coach John Webb wa.s seriously

lundered when he began the season with only 20 pigskinners. After
an opening victory over the San
Francisco State junior varsity, the
gridders were hit with three more
injuries and played with 17 the
remainder of the campaign.
Most prgskinners played both ofANNOUNCEMENTS
fense and deferme with even ace
quarterback Russ Munson playing HOW MUCH DO YOU KNOW ABOUT
on the defensive line.
THE MORMON CHURCH? Do you
want to know more? Call 297-7600.
MUNSON OUTSTANDING
STUDY
GERMAN, OR SPANMunson, described by Webb as ISH IN FRENCH,
EUROPE NEXT SUMMER. All
an "outstanding prospect," paced expenses pd. Jet transp. $900. 253-2363.
the squad throughout the season STORE FOR RENT
ACROSS FROM
round-robin NorCal tourney are with his fine passing. His favorite MEN’S DORM ON S. 10th. Reasonable
Stanford, Foothill and the San receiver was flanker Dave Mercer. rent. Call agent 292-9400.
He had help from former Lodi BE AN "ANGEL." FLish angel flight Nov.
Francisco Olympic Club.
It will be a revengeful tourna- High teammate, halfback Danny 20. 10 a.m. horne ec I.
ment for the Spartan poloists be- Anderson, who was named the SKY DIVING. Finest instructors the sport
has produced. All equip. furn. The Bay
cause they have been defeated by team’s most valuable player.
Offensive lineman and line- Area School of Sky Diving. 2316 San Feeach squad---partierpating, ex
lipe Rd., Hollister Mun. Airport, Holpraised
Alaimo
was
backer
Dave
Foothill.
lister. Calif. 269-6359 for infor.
Cal has knocked off the Spar- constantly by Webb for his fine
SKIERS OPPORTUNITY. Squaw Valley
tans 10-9 and 9-5, while Stanford aggressive performances.
cabin. Limited # of shares avail. Dec. 1
edged SJS 5-4 but then crushed
thru May 1. For inror. call Don, 292-5243.
LOSE TWO
Walton’s water dogs 9-2.
After the opening win over SFS,
AUTOMOTIVE (21
the Spartababes lost two straight
EARLY LOSS
the Stanford junior var- ’65 HONDA 160. Scrambler bars &
to
games
Early in the season the SJS
frosh. The low-point was pipes. New clutch. 298-0630, Gary.
poloists met the San Francisco sity and
Stanford’s outstand- ’59 FORD. 4 door, auto. trans V-8 Exc
Olympic Club with a home-pool a 50-0 loss to
cond. $425. 264-3665 Aft. 5.
aquad.
disadvantage and were beaten in a ing frosh
The following week Munson led ’59 FIAT 500. Conv. Cute. 45 mpg. $175.
close contest, 7-6.
Spartans to a 21-0 victory over 294-6414 Ext. 2730.
Walton termed the San Fran- the
State freshmen to even
CHEV. Good cond. $200 or best ofciscans "physically brutal" and the Fresno
mark at 2-2. Munson, the fer. 65 S. I I th Apt. 13. 295-7158.
the squad has wanted another shot SJS’
brother of the professional Los ’60 OLDS. Cony. wht. Low Mileage. New
at the Olympic Club ever since.
Angeles Rams’ quarterback, Bill, tires, shocks, brakes, full power. -$900.
Foothill is the top junior col7 of 14 passes for 88 297-7809. Bob.
completed
lege tearn in the nation and has
ALFA ROMEO. SPRINT COUPE. Normal
beaten Stanford once. They will be yards.
cost over $4,000 in 1960. Sacrifice $1,200.
very hard to beat, especially in
Leather uphol. Concours cond. LY 1-2772.
CAL POLY
their own pool, according to WalCal Poly (SLO) provided stiff ’59 FORD. V-B stick shift. R/H. 2 door.
ton.
competition for the Spartababes $165. 295-0897.
The cross-country team, compet- and won 31-14. Anderson high- ’58 FORD HDTOP. R/H. A-I. Doug,
ing in the NCAA Finals today at lighted the game with an exciting 293-8736.
Lawrence, Kan., will stay in the 95-yard kickoff return for a touch- ’53 CHRYSLER HDTOP. Clean. Make
midwest to compete in the U.S. down. Fullback Jeff Baker, who offer. 295.4779. Car at 40 S. 6th.
Track and Field Federation Meet turned in several fine performTRIUMPH 3.8. ’63. Exc. cond. Overdrive.
at Wichita State.
ances this season, tallied the other R/H. Extras. $1575 or offer. 344-0080.
Coach Mery Smith says the TD by recovering a blocked punt
’61 TR-3. R/H. O’drive. Immac. cond.
race will be over a six-mile course. in the Cal Poly end zone.
New trans., clutch. 51,100. 243-7252 aft. 6.
The California frosh knocked off ’58 OLDS. 4 dr. Hdtop. Clean. R/1-1.
TRACK STARS
the Spartababes 21-6 as the only All auto. $275. 292-6298.
In 1964, the SJS track squad score SJS could muster was a 30FOR SALE 131
had two runners who won honors yard pass from Munson to Mercer.
by placing first in national meets. Baker gained a total of 94 yards POP TENT. Used once. Light weight. $30
value. 244-7648.
Danny Murphy took the NCAA on the ground.
In the final game of the season, OLYMPIA PORTABLE TYPEWRITER. W/
10,000 meters in a time of 29:37.8.
241Ben Tucker was victorious in the the Spartans defeated Santa Clara case. Legal size carriage. Like new.
3284 after 6 p.m.
U.S. Track and Field Federation 12-0 as a Munson to Mercer pass
UNDERWOOD STND. TYPE. $20. Flo.
Meet when he won the 1500 meters clicked again and Baker tallied & gooseneck desk lite $5 to $15. Wocl
in 3:42.9.
from two yards out.
shirts 22"-27" W. 297.6079.
BABY WOOLY MONKEY. Perfect house
pet. 298-2585.
DYNA STEREO. 70, Pas-3. RGF speakers.
Drive-in _and Dining Room Service
Dual 1009 changer. $350. LY 1-2772.
RCA PORTABLE STEREO. $35. Phone
Steve. 294-6726.
STING RAY SURFBOARD. 9’6". $5-5.
Car rack $10. Canoe $10. DA 1-3104,
6111 or Lee aft. 5 pm.
MEN’S GOLF CLUBS & CART. Also
ladies golf clubs & cart. Esc. cond. 253-

1

TRIP

6265.

Tired of Sandwiches?
T1CO’S has the answer

BAR-B-Q TACOS
2 for 25c
Phone Orders 297-8421

4fh and St. James

4.4

_ .

GORDON HALL CONTRACT FOR
SALE. Available Dec. I. 295-1628.
RESPONSIBLE UPPER DIV. STUDENT
TO SHARE APT. Contact Rich 298-7944.
MODERN PNO BDRM. APT. Elect.
cher,. pool. $110. 2895 Almaden Road.;
Phone 266.6 I 46.
QUIET UPSTAIRS RM. FOR 2. Kit. priv.7.
or 2 girls. 297-6079.
UNAPPD. APT. 741 S. 6th. 1 & 2 bdrm.4
$90 & $115. 295-8531.
ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE APT.-..
w/3 OTHERS. Can move in imined.:.
Close to campus. 294-2873.
GIRL TO SHARE. Apt. w/2 others. 554
S. 5th. 298-4018 aft. 5.
SINGLE RMS. W/kit. & TV privileges.L
Men. 720 S. 3rd. $30 & uo.
GIRL TO SHARE 2 BDRM. APT. W/PL.:.
Nr. baseball stadium. CY 2-2879.
TIRED OF APT. LIVING? come see our,
house. Need female roomie. 510 S. 8th,
St. 298-3397.
LANE APT. Lg. new bdrin. for 3. See to.
apprec. 439 S. 4th. 286-4442.
WANTED: Girl to share Irg. 1 bdrm. opt-k
$42.50. Call Jean 295-4594.
2 GIRLS NEED TWO ROOMIES
LIVE IN KILLION HALL NOW. Ca1.6
292-8349.
3 NAM. 2 BATH APT. For girls. 367 $:
8th St. Apt. I.
NICE 1 BDRM. APT. 1/2 blk. SJS. New1C
remodeled. new carpets, drapes, Danis
furn. $110. 442 S. 9th.
FEMALE ROOMIE TO SHARE 2 BDR
2 BATH NEW SPACIOUS APT. I’S
mei
CAMPBELL. 377-8762 after 5 pm.
g
-7-’4A
$70 MODERN BACH. APT. Clean.
298.06020e
9th.
male.
617
S.
class
Upper
IOST AND FOUND

(6)

LOST: Pr. silver wire earrings. I I/12j:
Music & C.H. 298-3063. Chris.
LOST: A ten rain coat & black urnbreltit
in cafe. btwn. 8pm & 9pm 11/15 Retail:
appreciated. Reward. Ray Kitlas 294sta
8741 aft. 4:30.
LOST: Vital statistics notes & bookills
Vicin. Centennial Hal. Need desperatolte
No questions asked. Reward. 297.21412
LOST: Man’s black rimmed glaues. AL e
7048.

GRAD. STU. SINKS GAL TO TOUR U
XMAS VAC. Personal data & tour salt
Rgst’d. Mike, 323 B. Cro. Mem. Stanfo
SERVICFS 181
TYPING SERVICE - East San Josji..-

258-4335.

AUTO INSURANCE FOR STUDENTd
Chet Bailey. 286-5386. 449 W. Seam
Carlos.
TYPING. Term papers, thesis, etc. Pies
electric. 243-63 13.
4B
EXPERT TYPING-All kinds. Reasonablee
Phone 294.3772. 9-6.
.4
TYPING. All kinds. IBM electric. Wool
+a
378.8577
Vire,
Jo
guaranteed
TRANSPORTATION

HELP WANTED (41

RESERVE NOW!
298-2046

If,
4

Depthless Frosh Gridders
Paced by Top Prospects

STUDENTS!
FACULTY!
ALUMNI!
FAMILY!

CONTACT JOSEPH I’. LI

host to the University of Nevada
in their first meet, also on Dec. 3..
Norther n California 145-pound
champ Loren Miller heads a list
of five returning letermen on coach
Hugh Mumby’s crew.
Spartan gymnasts begin competition on Dec. 4, at the Western
Open Tourney in San Francisco.
With NCAA finalist Rich Chew
having graduated, coach Clair Jennett’s top all-around performer
will probably be sophomore Tony
Coppola.

All three SJS winter sports
tearns officially begin their 1965-66
seasons next week.
Coach Stu Inman’s basketball
squad opens at home against San
Francisco State on Dec. 3. Veterans S. T. Saffold, Pete Newell,
Frank ’Iarrants and Jack Gleason
are expected to carry the Spartan
hopes for an improvement on the
14-10 record they posted in each
of the last three years.
The SJS wrestling outfit plays

Poloists in NorCal Meet;
Harriers Stay in Kansas

Santa Clara

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Connecticut
Mutual Life

’Iwo pass interception.s, a bad
punt and a mistake on a punt return set up all of Fresno’s 24
points, which they scored in the
first half.
The Bulldogs held on for dear
life as SJS fought back from a
24-6 halftime deficit to a close 2418 score with the fourth quarter
to play.
A fumble by Spartan fullback
Charley Harraway on the Fresno
five yard line killed SJS chances
in the final period although Harraway raced 27 yards with a
screen pass from Ken Berry to the
Fresno 20 yard line on the last
play of the game before the Bulldogs stopped him.
Fresno State was paced by the
fine quarterbacking of sophomore
Danny Robinson and the running
of Dan Wilsey.
Rich Tatley accounted for SJS’
six points in the first half with
booming field goals of 33 and 38
yards.
Late in the third period, interceptions by Mel Tom and Jim McGuire set up the Spartans’ two
second half touchdowns, both by
liarraway.
With 1:29 remaining in the quarter, the 232-pound fullback bulled
over from the two yard line after
Tom’s steal and a 27-yard aerial
from Berry to Steve Cox.
McGuire latched onto the ball
moments later and returned it 41
yards to the Fresno six where
Harraway
toed over for the

cPARTANDAYLT-11
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FEMALE NEED RIDE TO L.A. WE&
ROOM, BOARD AND SALARY FOR 11/24. Return Sun. II/28. 298.0642. t
GIRL. Part t,re wod, (10 a.m.,110 P,L) RIDER TO SHARE EXPENSES. Priv. plexiii
in nursery school Pho ne 286.0883.
flying to El Monte Thanksgiving. 2er;
COlorvill0TERs, ENGINEERS, ARTISTS. 6493.
New agency interested in you now. Call
294-6695 for appt.
To place an ad:
R R ORGANIST. Exp., sing. own equip.
Vis;t file
Call 264.3796 for aud.
HOUSING 151

Classified Adv. Office - J206
Daily
10:30-3:30

FEMALE COLLEGE STUDENTS. Un
bd. $80,’rno. No contract.
appd, Rm.
Snd in handy order bleak. ElKi044
286.4331.
NEED 2 GIRLS FOR UNAPPD. APT. 357 sash or check. Make check out te
S. 4th. Will cgnsider moving in with Spartan Daily Classifieds.
others. 298.3241
PlInno 204 1,414 Er. 2468
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SPARTAN
SWEEPSTAKES
.4ftwomiimminfflaff
Annual

PSA Wishes All
San Jose State Students
A Happy Thanksgiving

We Still Have The

+MN -IMES

fined

San Jose Paint

THEATRE:

LOWEST

FRAME SALE

Prints
1/2

OFF

-9444160.404.0aluep,......0,...........

4th & William

6th & Keyes

13th & Julian

10th & Taylor

Four Locations to Serve You

IRAN JODIE PAINT

SAN FRANCISCO/761-0818 11 OAKLAND/835-2555
LOS ANGELES/776-0125
HOLLYWOOD-BURBANK/787-4750, 246-8437
SAN DIEGO/298-4611 0 OR YOUR TRAVEL AGENT

over

249

Selected

50% OFF
ARSIA727 FAN JETS

THE
WAR LORD

k

Stock Frames
to

SEE

Gas Prices in San Jose

Ends Saturday
November 27

AND WALLIRAPIERKIDISM

Free Parking

112 S. 2nd St.

PURITAN OIL CO.

Charlton
Heston

Richard
Boone

LOVE and KISSES
Ricky Nelson

Jack Kelly

.e.e.e.e.e.IZOrIZeiroresrl

.-0:oce...c.ces=0000c40=Zerze.r...Z*72e-e-0-...cosozeze

../zsze

STARTS
WEDNESDAY

./Z

This Thanksgiving
Treat Your Host
It 1:0:1141 lis en Be lour

Latest Arrtval!

’other

To a
Box of
Candy

A gift this important deserves special eon-iikration in finding the right one. HUD\
ran make Ilie choice of this all
important gift easier with their wide assortment of patterns and styles. Make your gift
make it Artearved from
a perfect 1111C
III 1/SON’S.

IlUDSON’S JEWELERS

Cpartan gook,:stope

295-0567

275 S. 1st St.

"righf on campus’.

95rt

SWEATSHIRT
CLOSEOUT

STEAK HOUSE

see our

tising staff. We hope you will
enjoy your Thanksgiving break
and return to SJS, "Satisfied
Spartans."

Reg: $2.95

1/3 LB. STEAK DINNER

Cereice
Comethiny
7o Cheer
/gout

$1.25

Now: $1.98

Get one . . . while they last

Idaho belied Potato or French Fries,
Cheese Sauce, Sour Cream or Creamery Butter, Hot Bread & Butter, Mushroom Sauce, and Relishes.

1,k

Veletsila

OFFER GOOD EVERY DAY
All Steaks 100. Guaranteed
Lunch served I 1:30 to 1:30, Mon. through Fri.
Dinner served Daily from 5 p.m. to 10 p.m.

On Tenth Across From The Men’s Dorm

CAL BOOK
1:34 E. San Fernando

C.C42e..40Ce

Special Bargain Table

610 COLEMAN AVENUE
I Block South of W. Taylor

paperback

Ilappy l’hanksgiving!
From the Spartan Daily Adver-

..e.=.0000.30:nce-e

-e

JOHNNY’S
NO BONE

Includs:

full-length portrait featuring
their manners and morals.
by Luigi Barzini

A Once In a Lifetime Cift

,hoo your host hou mitrl,
loll approciato their hto
oitality this Thanksgising
oith a luA 01 .
Spatial; !..

..e

"The Italians"

--7:":7,1101
.

\s. )
Silva Service gives you a teem effort in everything they
do for your car. When it comes to a long drive, they help
you score high mileage, while keeping down costs. Lubrications at Silva Service give your car the added defense
if needs against any threat of opposing forces. No matter
whet your car neds, for building up its defenses or repairing a broken down driving ability. the Silva team can
give it to you.
Cosh Value Stamps Given
Credit Cards Honored

All

SILVA SERVICE
Late for Class?

295-8968

We’ll Park If for You

eC
%ICU’

iiBut
?
Entire
V
...

Medium Cheese Pizzas
Only 50 0
Open 4-12 daily,
until
2 a.m. weekends

Cugginos’ Pizza
862 North 13th

292-8119

AMIDIRMIlt

Spartan Sweepstakes
ENTRY BLANKENTRY BLANK

IT

ROUND-TRIP FLIGHT TO
LOS ANGELES BY

PRIZE

PaSJA
I, 7

f ,/

JETS

RUNNER-UP
PRIZES

1

TICKETS TO
UNITED ARTIST THEATER

NAME
ADDRESS
game.
PHONE
ASB CARD NO.
ADVERTISER
TIE -BREAKER QUESTION:
Givi the total score and the winner of
the Dec. 3 SJS vs. SF State basketball
game?

Here’s How You Enter This Week’s Sweepstake Contest
I. Study the Sweepstakes Rhyme. Then read the copy in each advertisement. Indicate in
the space on the entry blank the advertiser’s name you think is most closely related to the
rhyme.
2. Complete your entry blank by printing your unme, address, phone number, and ASB number. Answer the Tie -Breaker question on the entry blank.
3. Bring your entry to room J206 in +he Journalism and Advertising Building between 10:30
a.m. and 3:30 p.m. on Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday. No entry will be ar,pp+ed after
3:30 p.m. on Wednesday. Do not mail your entry.
4. Watch for the announcement of winners in next week’s Spartan Daily. Do not call or come
to the Spartan Daily office to find out the week’s winner. The winners will be notified.

Sweepstakes
Rhyme

Get their compiete picture
In a size that’s near to miniature

CONTEST RULES
I. Only currently enrolled San Jose State (.....ollege students may enter.
2. Students are limited to one entry per person. No Spartan Daily staff members
may enter.
3. All entries become the property of the Spartan Daily.
4. The Spartan Daily and/or San Jose State College is not responsible for any entries
that are lost or stolen.
5. An entry must be filled out completely with no erasures in order to be considered
by +he judges.
6. In the event that two or more entries have the correct advertiser’s name, the contestant who comes closest to the fie -breaker question will be the winner. If the tiebreaker game is canceled a special run-off contest will be held.
7. All complimentary flight passes awarded on Pacific Southwest Airlines expire on
June 30, 1966.
8. The Spartan Daily reserves the right to correct errors, to extend deadlines and to
make necessary additions or corrections of these rules.
9. Persons designated by the Spartan Daily shall constitute the panel of judges.
Their decisions shall be final regarding both determination of prize winners or
deciding on disqualification for any reason of entrants.
10. Entry submission signifies entrant’s acceptance of all contest rules and acceptance
of the judges’ decisions.

